Viva kizomba Congress

Amsterdam

8th till 13th of August 2018
Van der Valk Hotel Schiphol

Dear dancers !
We want to welcome you at Viva kizomba Congress Amsterdam 2018 : the Wild
edition. We hope that you will enjoy the congress and all of its features!
In this brochure you will find the
information you need about the hotel
(food, wellness, gym etc.) and the
congress (workshops, drinks etc.).
If you have any other questions, our
team members are happy to answer
them for you.
We wish you a pleasant stay and
many great dances!
The Viva team

THE HOTEL
Van der Valk Hotel Schiphol has many amenities for their guests. Below you
can find some information. For more information, please check their website :
www.hotelschiphol.nl
Wellness and gym: the wellness centre and indoor swimming pool are open between
7:00 and 22:00 (10 PM). It is possible to use infrared cabins, saunas, the Turkish
steam bath or a sunbed in the wellness centre.
Wi-Fi: Wi-Fi is available for all guests. The password is ‘Hotel Schiphol’.
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HOUSE RULES
In order to keep our guests and the other guests in the hotel happy, we came up
with a few rules we would like you to keep in mind:
»» Please respect other guests (non-dancers as well as dancers). If you can’t
do this, we will have to ask you to leave the hotel.
»» Please don’t play any music near the reception.
»» Please don’t play any music in the restaurant.
»» Any food that has been bought outside of the hotel (KFC, Burger King etc.)
has to be eaten in the hotel rooms or outside of the hotel. Please don’t eat
your food in the reception area.
»» Please keep your voices and any other noises down in the public areas of
the hotel.
SHUTTLE SERVICE
Below you can find the departure times of the shuttle from and to Schiphol Airport.
DEPARTURE TIMES TO SCHIPHOL

DEPARTURE TIMES FROM SCHIPHOL TO THE HOTEL
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FOOD AND DRINKS
Breakfast: the extensive breakfast buffet is open daily between 5:00 and 11:00.
You can enjoy the buffet in the restaurant of the hotel. If you haven’t booked a room
in the hotel or if you didn’t book via Viva, the costs of the breakfast are 15 euros
and can be paid at the reception of the hotel.
Dinner: the restaurant is open from 17:00 (5 PM) till 23:00 (11 PM). It is possible to
eat à la carte or to have a buffet dinner. The costs of the buffet dinner are 17,50
euros and can be paid at the hotel reception. Dinner is NOT included if you booked
via Viva or the hotel.
Bar: for the bar you will need coins to pay. You can buy the coins at the Viva
reception at the ground level or next to the wardrobe at level -1.
The bar is open from 12:00 till 20:00 (8 PM) and from 23:00 (11 PM) till 6:00.
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SOCIAL, PARTY AND AFTERPARTY
Socials:
Thursday: 13:00 (1 PM) till 20:00 (8 PM)
Friday-Sunday: 15:00 (3 PM) till 20:00 (8 PM)
Parties:
Thursday-Saturday: 23:00 (11 PM) till 6:00
Sunday: 23:00 (11 PM) till 9:00
Afterparties:
Thursday-Saturday: 6:00 till 11:00
Dress codes:
Thursday: Wild Army
Friday: Wildlife
Saturday: Wild Gala (Please suit up! Gala/formal clothes are obligated)
Sunday: Wild Africa
VIVA 2019 INFORMATION AND PRICES
FRIDAY 24TH OF AUGUST 2018 = STARTING OF THE EARLY BIRD SALES
Pay a small amount now (only 50-70€ per person) and the rest when you check in
the hotel in August 2019. Because the prices go up every month, please check out
our Chipta booking link
EARLY BIRD PACKAGE = ROOM + BREAKFAST + FULL PASS + PARKING CARD
Prices per package:
»» 2 pers. room for 3 nights package = 200 EURO pp
»» 2 pers. room for 4 nights package = 240 EURO pp
»» 3 pers. room for 3 nights package = 175 EURO pp
»» 3 pers. room for 4 nights package = 210 EURO pp
»» 4 pers. room for 3 nights package = 160 EURO pp
»» 4 pers. room for 4 nights package = 190 EURO pp
REMINDER: IF YOU CAN’T COME, VIVA WILL REFUND YOUR MONEY
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VIVA WORKSHOP GUIDE
Aimé & Trecy
Workshop A.
1. Dance: urban kizomba
2. Title of the course: contra tempo
3. Level: intermediate
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 min for examination whether the required level
is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: you have been dancing for at
least 8 months.
6. The purpose of the workshop: learn how to use contra tempo steps and what
you can do with contra tempo steps together with your partner.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dance floor: you can use the
contra tempo steps to keep the energy and power between you and your partner.
For the ladies: during contra tempo steps, you can show your lady styling.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
Workshop B.
1. Dance: urban kizomba
2. Title of the course: leading & following
3. Level: advanced
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 min for examination whether the required level
is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: basic knowledge of urban kiz and
being able to do tricks. You need to have a good posture and you have been
dancing for at least 1 year.
6. The purpose of the workshop: learn very complicated steps and figures, for
example in combination with accelerations and learn how to lead with your feet.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dance floor: after this
workshop you are able how to lead with your feet and to combine complicated
steps and accelerations.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
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Workshop C.
1. Dance: tarraxinha and douceur
2. Title of the course: tarraxinha vs douceur
3. Level: open level
4. Course duration: 75 minutes
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: basic knowledge of kizomba.
6. The purpose of the workshop: learn how to know and feel when you can
dance tarraxinha and when you can dance douceur. You will learn the difference
between the ‘normal’ steps, tarraxinha and douceur. You will also learn how to
combine all those steps together with the music.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dance floor: after the class
you will be able to dance tarraxinha and douceur and you will know the difference between both styles.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
Kizomba Fusion ‘BonBon Frute’ - Chamalo & Mirty
Workshop A.
1. Dance: kizomba fusion
2. Title of the course: technical lifts
3. Level: advanced
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 min for examination whether the required level
is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: basic of kizomba, like Casamento,
Ja Jăo, Estrella and Virgula. You need to have technical skills like controlling your
plexus, tension of the frame, good posture and balance.
6. The purpose of the workshop: learn the techniques of how to control a technical
lift and all kinds of ideas to help you to create your own creativity.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dancefloor: when you have
learned to control technical lifts, you are able to use the lifts on the dancefloor.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”
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Workshop B.
1. Dance: kizomba fusion
2. Title of the course: directions
3. Level: intermediate
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 min for examination whether the required level
is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: basic of kizomba, for example
Esterella and Balanca. You need to control the tension of your plexus and of your
frame.
6. The purpose of the workshop: learn how to walk in a proper way and how to
control your dancing space.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dancefloor: you can always
use directions in your dance. It is important to know how to walk in a proper way
on the dancefloor and to be able to travel everywhere on the dancefloor.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
Davide Venturi & Laura
1. Dance: kizomba fusion
2. Title of the course: musicality
3. Level: open level
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 mins will be spend on examination whether the
required level is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: the first 15 mins there will be a
warming up. during the warm up, we will see what the level of the group is and
adapt to that level.
6. Purpose of the workshop: you will learn to understand the music of kizomba
and you will learn how to adapt the steps to the music. During the class, you will
have some time to make the steps you’ve learned your own and adapt them to
the music.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dancefloor: after this class
you will better understand the music and you will know how to combine the steps
and the music.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
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Workshop B.
1. Dance: kizomba fusion
2. Title of the course: leading with your legs
3. Level: intermediate
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 mins will be spend on examination whether the
required level is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: you need to be able to control the
basic and intermediate steps like pivot and contra tempo.
6. Purpose of the workshop: learn how to lead with the legs and for the ladies
how to follow with the legs.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dance floor: after this
workshop you will be able to lead the lady with the legs and the ladies will know
how to follow the legs of the man.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
Workshop C.
1. Dance: kizomba fusion
2. Title of the course: kizomba versus fusion
3. Level: advanced
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 mins will be spend on examination whether the
required level is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: you need to have an advanced
level of kizomba steps, musicality and knowledge of semba.
6. Purpose of the workshop: the difference between kizomba and fusion is the attitude, the posture and the musicality. The combinations and steps of kizomba and
fusion stay the same. During this workshop you will learn how to adapt kizomba
fusion in the combinations and steps.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dance floor: after the
workshop you know how to adapt kizomba fusion in kizomba combinations and
steps.
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
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Renna & Lau
1. Dance: urban kiz
2. Title of the course: men styling and lady styling
3. Level: intermediate
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 min for examination whether the required level
is reached)
5. Required dancing skills to join the workshop: basic of kizomba, Ladies and men
Saida, accelerations and reduction.
6. The purpose of the workshop: how you can use styling without bothering the
leading of the men, how men can give room for lady styling, how men can do styling with steps and play with their feet, arms, isolations and body control
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop on the dance floor: you can always
use this in your dance, most of the times in urban kiz music with different accelerations, when the music cools down (reduction of the acceleration) and on tarraxa
music
8. Your questions are welcome at “the teachers question room”.
Mike Even’s & Macarena
Workshop A.
1. Dance: urban kiz
2. Title of the course: blocks & contra tempo
3. Level: open level
4. Course duration: 60 minutes
5. Prerequisites: being able to do a men saida, women saida and knowing how to
make the girl walk around you
6. The purpose of the workshop: learn how to play with tensions and how to
dance with different energies
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop: it is useful if you want to dance
with people of any level on different styles of music
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Workshop B.
1. Dance: urban kiz
2. Title of the course: legs, arms and style
3. Level: intermediate
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 min for examination whether the required level
is reached)
5. Prerequisites: being able to do a men saida, women saida and knowing how to
make the girl walk around you. Being able to use tension and relaxation in dancing
6. The purpose of the workshop: learning how to be more creative in your dance,
using the legs and arms and adding some styling
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop: it is useful if you want to dance
with people of almost any level on different styles of music
Workshop C.
1. Dance: urban kiz
2. Title of the course: special spins
3. Level: advanced
4. Course duration: 75 minutes (15 min for examination whether the required level
is reached)
5. Prerequisites: being able to do a men saida, women saida and knowing how
to make the girl walk around you. being able to use tension and relaxation in
dancing
6. The purpose of the workshop: learn how to use spins as another tool in your
dance.
7. How to use the knowledge of the workshop: it is useful if you want to play more
with your dancing
Unfortunately we did not receive the pedagogy of the workshops from AfroVibes,
PY & Laura, Moun and Saber & Majdouline.
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06h - 07h
07h - 08h
08h - 09h
09h - 10h
10h - 11h

Stafanio Lima
Malick
Morelasoul
Dani Fernandes
SaiSai

SOCIAL
PARTY

Main Room - Urban Kiz
23h - 00h Nice Life
00h - 01h Morelasoul
01h - 02h Malick
02h - 03h Stafanio Lima
03h - 04h Dani Fernandes
04h - 05h SaiSai
05h - 06h Lisa Rose

AFTER PARTY

PARTY

THURSDAY AUGUST 9TH
13h - 16h Nice Life
16h - 17h Lisa Rose
17h - 18h Stefanio Lima
18h - 19h Malick
19h - 20h Dani Fernandes

AFTER PARTY

SOCIAL

DJ’S TIME
SCHEDULE
FRIDAY AUGUST 10TH
15h - 16h Stafanio Lima
16h - 17h Dani Fernandes
17h - 18h SaiSai
18h - 19h Lisa Rose
19h - 20h Morelasoul

23h - 00h
00h - 01h
01h - 02h
02h - 03h
03h - 04h
04h - 05h
05h - 06h

Urban Room
Dani Fernandes
Malick
Nice Life
Morelasoul
Stefanio Lima
Narc6
SaiSai

06h - 07h
07h - 08h
08h - 09h
09h - 10h
10h - 11h

SaiSai
Karl Con Klass
Lisa Rose
Malick
Narc6

Semba Room
Tati
Makarof
Maximelody
Tati
Maximelody
Karl Con Klass
Makarof
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23h - 00h
00h - 01h
01h - 02h
02h - 03h
03h - 04h
04h - 05h
05h - 06h

Urban Room
Morelasoul
Stefanio Lima
Lisa Rose
Nice Life
Snakes
ZayX
Malick

06h - 07h
07h - 08h
08h - 09h
09h - 10h
10h - 11h

Snakes
Nice Life
Stefanio Lima
Dani Fernandes
Dr FeelGood

Semba Room
Dr FeelGood
Tati
Karl Con Klass
Maximelody
Makarof
Maximelody
Tati

SOCIAL
PARTY

SATERDAY AUGUST 11H
15h - 16h Narc6 VS Lisa Rose
16h - 17h Snakes VS Malick
17h - 18h Stefanio Lima VS Morelasoul
18h - 19h Nice Life VS Dani Fernandes
19h - 20h ZayX

AFTER PARTY

AFTER PARTY

PARTY

SOCIAL

DJ’S TIME
SCHEDULE
SUNDAY AUGUST 12TH
15h - 16h Malick VS Dani Fernandes
16h - 17h Stefanio Lima VS Narc6
17h - 18h Nice Life VS Morelasoul
18h - 19h Snakes VS ZayX
19h - 20h Lisa Rose VS Malick (Wild Hour)
Main Room - Urban Kiz
23h - 00h Malick
00h - 01h ZayX
01h - 02h Snakes
02h - 03h Dani Fernandes
03h - 04h Morelasoul
04h - 05h Stefanio Lima
05h - 06h Nice Life
06h - 07h Narc6
07h - 08h ZayX
08h - 09h Lisa Rose
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 8TH
22pm till 4am of more: Pre-party
hotel Van der Valk Schiphol A4, Main Hotel

THURSDAY AUGUST 9TH
12h00 - 02h00

RECEPTION
CHECK IN AND WITHDRAWAL PASS (TILL 2 AM)

13h00 - 20h00

SOCIAL

23h00 - 06h00

PARTY

06h00 - 11h00

AFTER PARTY

THE TEACHERS QUESTIONS ROOM
The teachers questions room serves three things:
1. Ask teachers about how to use your body during the dance, about the dance
techniques they teach, about the level of dance you must have to take a class,
about the names of the steps they teach, etc.
2. Test your level and get your masterclass ticket
3. Make you know each other and build friendships.
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FRIDAY AUGUST 10TH
ROOM 1
12h00 - 02h

17h30 - 18h45

ROOM 3

RECEPTION
Renna & Lau

SOCIAL

Urban Kiz

Davide Ventura & Laura
Kizomba Fusion

Men & Lady Styling

Musicality

Chamalo & Marty
Kizomba Fusion

Donald Wilson
Kizomba Fusion

Technical Lifts

Technical Lifts

Chamalo & Mirty
Kizomba Fusion

Donald Wilson
Kizomba Fusion

Directions

Directions

23h00 - 06h00

PARTY : 2 ROOMS

06h00 - 11h00

AFTER PARTY

Open Level

TEACHERS
QUESTIONS ROOM

CHECK IN AND WITHDRAWAL PASS (TILL 2 AM)

14h45 - 16h00

16h15 - 17h30

ROOM 2

Intermediate Level

Advanced Level

Chamalo & Mirty

Davide Ventura & Laura

Renna & Lau

Masterclass
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SATURDAY AUGUST 11TH
ROOM 1

ROOM 2

ROOM 3

TEACHERS
QUESTIONS ROOM

12h00 - 13h15

Aimé & Trecy
Urban Kiz
Leading & Following

Moun
Urban Kiz
Partnerwork

Davide Ventura & Laura
Kizomba Fusion
Legs Leading

PY & Sarah

13h15 - 14h30

Aimé & Trecy
Urban Kiz
Contra Tempo

Moun
Urban Kiz
Ritmic Variation

Mike & Macarena
Urban Kiz
Blocks & Contra Tempo

Davide Ventura & Laura

14h30 - 15h00

BREAK
Saber & Majdouline
Urban Kiz
Accelerations / Turns

15h00 - 16h15

16h15 - 17h30

SOCIAL
(UNTIL 20H00)

17h30 - 18h45

PY & Sarah
Kizomba Fusion
Technical Step
Saber & Majdouline
Urban Kiz

PY & Sarah
Tarraxa

Mike & Macarena
Moun

Aimé & Trecy

Saber & Majdouline

Afrovibes
Afrohouse

PY & Sarah
Aimé & Trecy

Tarraxinha VS Douceur

23h00 - 06h00

PARTY : 2 ROOMS

06h00 - 11h00

AFTER PARTY

Open Level

Intermediate Level

Advanced Level

Masterclass
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SUNDAY AUGUST 12TH

13h00 - 14h15

ROOM 1

ROOM 2

ROOM 3

TEACHERS
QUESTIONS ROOM

Mike & Macarena
Urban Kiz
Special Spin

Moun
Urban Kiz
Technic & Style

PY & Sarah
Urban Kiz
Technical Step

Saber & Majdouline

Davide Ventura & Laura
Kizomba
VS Kizomba Fusion

Mike & Macarena
Urban Kiz
Legs, Arms & Style

Moun
PY & Sarah

Saber & Majdouline
Urban Kiz
Footwork

Afrovibes

Mike & Macarena
Davide Ventura & Laura

Moun
Urban Kiz

Saber & Majdouline
Urban Kiz
Technical Step

PY & Sarah

14h15 - 15h30

15h30 - 16h45

SOCIAL
FROM 15H00
TO 19H00

16h45 - 18h00

Afrohouse

19h00 - 20h00

WILD HOUR

23h00 - 06h00

PARTY

06h00 - 11h00

AFTER PARTY

Open Level

Intermediate Level

Advanced Level

Masterclass
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